We give an algorithm to compute asymptotic expansions of exp-log functions. This algorithm automatically computes the necessary asymptotic scale and does not suffer from problems of indefinite cancellation.
remained open for a long time. The advent of computer algebra has revived interest in this question.
A first (theoretical) proof that this problem could be reduced to zero-equivalence of exp-log constants was found by B. Dahn and P. Goring, but their result does not lead to a practical algorithm. The first concrete algorithm was given by J. Shackell in [15] . D. Gruntz made a number of improvements, and also implemented the method, [5] . Since the appearance of [15] , many problems of asymptotic have been treated (at least partially) from the effective point of view: functional inversion [14, 20] , Liouvillian functions [16] , composition [17, 20] , algebraic differential equations [18] . However, implementations have not followed these recent advances.
The first implementation of a nontrivial limit computation was done in [4] . A program to perform asymptotic expansions in general scales was given in [13] .
A complete implementation by D. Gruntz of limit computation for exp-log functions is incorporated in MapleV.3, [5] . All these implementations rely on a heuristic zero-test for constants and functions.
Other methods of zero-equivalence determination are available; see the conPermission to make digital/hard copies of all or part of this material for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copyright is by permission of the ACM, inc. . We think that one of the reasons for this gap between theory and implementation is that this area is quite technical. Our aim in this paper is to describe explicitly a relatively simple algorithm for asymptotic expansions of exp-log functions, using the theoretical work referred to above. The essential idea is to make use of a special type of asymptotic scale called a asymptotic basis and to use multis cries with respect to such a basis (see Section 1). This simplifies both the description, proof and practical implementation of the algorithm.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 1, the definit ions of mult iseries and asymptotic basis are given. In Section 2 we show how multiseries are handled in conjunction with an oracle for zero-equivalence, much in the stame way as usual series are. In Section 3 we show how to compute an asymptotic basis suitable for expansion of a given exp-log function, and prove that multiseries can be computed for all exp-log functions.
Finally, Section 4 gives a detailed example of the working of the algorithm.
Asymptotic scales and multiseries
In this section, we introduce the notation and the (few) definitions we shall use in this paper. This idea will be made more precise in this and the next section.
Definition 5 A multiseries is said to be algorithmic when it converges to an exp-log function as an asymptotic expanston, and for any positive integer k its first k terms can be computed and are themselves algorithmic (constants being algorithmic).
A direct consequence of this definition is that the limit at infinity of an algorithmic multiseries can be computed. The principal operations on algorithmic multiseries are as follows.
Sum
The main problem here is avoiding indefinite cancellation of terms. This is done by testing whether the explicit sum is zero using the oracle.
If not, then the dominant term of the sum can be obtained by computing sufficiently many terms of both summands and comparing the exponents of gn. Once the dominant term is computed, then the oracle is used to decide whether this term is equal to the sum.
Otherwise, the same process yields more and more terms. Note that if we expand without using the oracle, the algorithm may fail to terminate, since consecutive terms of identical series may be perpetually subtracted.
Product
The usual product formula is used and the oracle is invoked as above to prevent indefinite cancellation.
Elementary functions Let Q(z) be any of exp(z), log(l +.z), 1/(1 + z). If f is an algorithmic multiseries tending to O, then 0(f) can be expressed as an algorithmic multiseries by employing the usual Taylor expansion of @ and making use of the oracle as above. In particular, I/f can be computed for any algorithmic multiseries f as follows.
We first write f = T + U where T is the dominant term in the gmexpansion of f. Then we write I/f as T-l x [1/(1 + U/T)] and apply the same process recursively to the coefficient of g~in T-l.
For which is algorithmic since the asymptotic basis is algorithmic.
Otherwise, if al # O, we insert log gl at the first place in the asymptotic basis. It is easy to see that this insertion yields an algorithmic asymptotic basis. Then computation of log f is reduced to the previous case.
Exponential
Here we want to compute the exponential of a positive algorithmic multiseries f tending to infinity. The first step is to check whether f is asymptotic to the logarithm of an element of the asymptotic basis. More precisely, using recursively multiseries manipulations of the type described in this and the previous sections, we check whether a = lim(~/ log g,) c R* for some i > 1. If so, then we write
and recursively compute the exponential of j -a log gt. Otherwise, we have log g, = o(~) and~= o(log g~+l ) for some i > 1 (or i = n and log g~= o(~)).
In this case, the function exp(~) is inserted in the asymptotic basis between g~and g;+l (or after gn if i = n). Once again, it is not difficult to verify that this yields an algorithmic asymptotic basis. Note however that examples such as exp(eZ/(l -z-l)) = exp(ez +ez/z+. . .) show that we cannot use exp(F') in place of exp(~) with F a finite partial sum of the multiseries for~.
We still have to prove the termination of our algorithm. The only point which might lead to infinite loops is the recursive comput at ion of the exponential in (1). Termination is ensured by the finiteness of the asymptotic basis and the observation that the index i in (1) strictly decreases. We note that it is essential here that expansion is always performed first in g,, where i is the largest available index. To summarize, we have proved the following.
Theorem 1 Assume that we are given an oracle for asymptotic zero-equivalence of exp-log functions. Then for any exp-log function f, we can compute an algorithmic asymptotic basis with respect to which f can be expressed as the sum of an algorithmic multiseries.
It should be noted that there are several possible asymptotic bases with resDect to which an exr)-lo~function can be expressed as an~lgorithmic multiseri~s.~he output of algorithm thus depends slightly on the order in which exponential are treated.
Detailed example
We now exemplify the algorithm on the function f = log Iog(xezem ( ) +1)-expexp loglogz+~, asz-+ca.
our the Initially the asymptotic basis B = {gl, . . . . g~} is {o}. At each step we shall denote the ith element of B by g,. The basis will grow as the computation proceeds, so that for example, gz may denote one function at one stage of the computation and a different one a later stage. We start with the first summand of f and its innermost subexpression e'. The argument x of the exponential is not asymptotic to any log g,, with i > 1. Hence, e" is inserted as the last element of B. The next term is exp (zeZ ). The argument ze', whose multiseries is glgz, is compared to x = log g2, whose multiseries is gl. We see that log gz = z = o(ze" ), and so exp(ze' ) is then inserted at the end of B. The next expression to consider is z exp(ze' ) + 1 which is already in multiseries form. We then turn to the innermost logarithm, log(z exp(zez)+ 1). At this stage B = {z, e", exp(zez)}.
The argument is rewritten as gl gs + 1. The exponent of gl is not zero, therefore log x is inserted at the beginning of B. We now have 1? = {logz, z,e", exp(xem)}, and log(g2g4 + 1) = gzgs + gl + log(l + g;lg~l). We now consider the second summand of f. The expansion of log x is obviously gl. Its logarithm necessitates insert ing log log z at the beginning of B. At this stage, B = {log log x, log x,x, em, exp(xez)}.
The argument of the innermost exponential is gl + g; 1 which tends to infinity. This is found to be equivalent to the logarithm of gz, thus we apply (1) It is asymptotic to gz = log g3. Again applying (1) and its subexpressions as algorithmic multiseries. We now give the computation of an asymptotic equivalent of f. The first step consists in computing the dominant term with respect to gs. We illustrate the operation of the algorithm on the expansion of the subexpression gz + log(l + g~lg~l).
First, the argument g; lg~1 of the special function log(l+ z) is expanded as itself. The dominant term of the logarith--1 -1. Next, gz is expanded as g2, which is m is again g3 gt hen seen to be the dominant term of the sum. The rest of the computation is straightforward and yields an asymptotic expression for f of
We then proceed with the computation of the dominant term of this expression with respect to gA. Exactly the same type of computation leads to 93 +92 -93 exp[g2 exp(g~1) -92].
Next, we compute the dominant term of this expression with respect to gs. Let h = gz exp(g~1) -gz, so that h is the argument of the outermost exponential.
The computation of the dominant term of h leads to the cancellation gz -gz which is recognized by the oracle, whereas the function h itself is not zero. By computing the next term of the expansion, we obtain the dominant term gz / g3 of h. The dominant term of g3 exp(h) is g3, whence a new cancellation gs -g3. Computing the next term leads to anotlher cancellation gz -gz. One more term is necessary before arriving at the conclusion that the dominant term with respect to gs is g; + g2
-~"
Thus we obtain the desired equivalence f 9; log2 x w--.
--2g3 2X "
The k first coefficients with respect to any element of the asymptotic basis can be computed in a similar way.
Conclusion
It is customary in papers about asymptotic expansions in computer algebra to assume the existence of a zero-test for certain classes of functions or constants; we have done so in this work. Here, the constants we encounter are exp-log constants, for which the zero-equivalence problem is related to Schanuel's conjecture (see [9, 10] The algorithm as we have described it has terrible worst-case complexity. This is seen with examples of the form 1 1
with N arbitrarily large (think of N = 1010'" ). We refer to [21] for approaches to this problem. Despite these theoretical problems, the algorithm as we have described it can very well be implemented in a reasonably efficient way (see [21] [1]
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